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iPEARL RIVER DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Section 106 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
as amended (P. L. 92-500), provides for the establishment
and operation of appropriate devices, methods, systems, and
^l	
procedures necessary to monitor and to compile and analyze
l.i	 data on the quality of navigable waters.
Pursuant to this provision, a cooperative agreement was
reached in late 1974 between the Mississippi Air and Water
-y
Pollution Control Commission (MAWPCC), Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC), National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL),
and th , Pearl River Basin Development District (PRBDD) for
the placement, operation and maintenance of a number of NASA
developed data collection platforms (DCP's) on the Pearl
River, and the reception, processing, and retransmission of
water duality deta from an ERTS satillite to the MAWPCC via
computer linkup.
It was the objective of this project to demonstrate and
evaluate the reliability of employing NASA developed remote
sensing DCP's for in situ near real time monitoring of water





DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
The Pearl River Basin shown in Figure 1 is located in
east-central and south-central Mississippi and in the south-
eastern part of Louisiana. The Pearl River, flowing from
L^
its origin to the Gulf of Mexico, is over 643.6 kilometers
(400 miles) long and drains approximately 22,688 square
kilometers (8,760 square miles) of surface area.
UAs a broad view, the Pearl River Basin may be divided
into two segments. The Upper Pearl River Basin begins at
l...J
its headwaters and continues to the vicinity of Byram,
Mississippi. In this section lieF, the two physiographic
regions known -s the North Central Hills and the Jackson
Prairie. There is relatively little base flow to the Pearl
River in these two regions. Consequently, the river is very
shallow during the summer months and early fall. River
banks vary from 3.65 to 12.19 meters (1.2 to 40 feet) high
l
and the channel width varies from 30.4 to 121.9 meters (100
.. ^ to 400 `eet). Within this section is the Ross Barnett
Reservoir, an impoundment of some 121.38 square kilometers
(30,000 acres), located just north of Jackson, Mississippi,
	
1	 and extending some 691 kilometers (43 miles) in length.
The upper group of DCP's, consisting of three of the
four buoys, is located within that portion of the Pearl
	
S F	 (river from the Ross Barnett Reservoir Dam south to approxi-
mately Tuckers Bluff, encompassing roughly 40.2 kilometers






The hydrology of the Pearl River within the study area
is entirely dependent upon the operation of the Ross Barnett
Reservoir Dam. Annual precipitation in the Jackson area
averages approximately 1.2 meters (50 inches), most of which
falls from December through May. During the extremely dry
months of August through October, the river is so low that
navigation with anything but the smallest of boats is
impossible. The river has a 7-day, 10-year low flow of 2.5
m 3/sec (89 cfs), but the permit by which operation of the
Barnett Reservoir is authorized stipulates a minimum spillway
discharge of 4.8 m 3 /sec (173 cfs). Although the annual
average discharge for the Pearl River at Jackson is 110.4
m 3 /sec (3,900 cfs), the average discharge during the study
period was much higher due to the unusual amount of rainfall
which occurred.






and continues south to its estuarine mouth. The two physio-
graphic regions which lie in this segment are the Southern
Pine Bills acid Pine Meadows. Geologic formations within
these two regions provide a considerable amount of base
flow. Although the drainage area of the Lower Pearl River
Basin is less than twice that of the Upper Pearl. River
Basis, the baseflow contributed to the Pearl River by the
lower section is ton times that of the upper section. Banks
are much steeper in the lower section, varying from 6.09 to





A fourth UCP is located in this lower segment near
Monticello, Mississippi, approximately 321.8 kilometers (200
u	river miles) from the mouth of the West Pearl River. The 7-
day, 10-year low flow of the Pearl River at the point of
deployment (ICRR 'Trestle) is approximately 8.49 m 3/sec (300
cfs). Annual average precipitation is about 1.42 meters (56
inches), with runoff resulting in an average annual flow of
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In February, 1975, personnel were secured by Pearl
River Basin Development District to provide support services
to the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control Commission
as per the District's responsibilities delineated in the no-
cost contract executed by and between Mississippi Air and
Water Pollution Control Commission and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Certain of the personnel were
oriented to the Pearl River. Data Collection System and the
specific equipment to be provided by NASA during the month
of March, 1975. 'rhe buoys, canisters, and soft ware were
received during the latter portion of the month of March and
early April. while equipment was being received, combined
personnel of Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control
Commission and the Pearl River Basin Development District
spent time cruising the river, flagging prospective locations
for deployment of the water duality monitoring buo-'s, as
well as potential launching sites for the water going craft-.
Durinq the second and third weeks of April, under the super-
vision of Marshall Space Flight Center the initial data
collection platform was deployed approximately 2.41 kilometers
(1..5 miles) south of the spillway of the Ross Barnett Reservoir
in North Jackson. The data collection platform wz.s anchored
by a 680.4 kilogram (1500 pound) concrete Coast vaard anchor
connected by a combination of chain and stainl:,:;s steel
cable. The necessary soft ware was installed and calibrated
and the first transmission received on April 17, 1975.





aWithin the next 30 days, two more data collection
I
platforms were deployed and activated in the Jackson vacinity.
An additional 226.8 kilogram (500 Found) anchor was tied in
I
series to the 680.4 kilogram (1500 pound) concrete Coast
Guard anchor to provide additional anchoruye s^curity.
U	 However, in the course of the next 90 days, flash floods and
sudden rises in the river, some as much as 7.62 meters (25
feet) in a three day period, inflicted considerable damage
to two of the data collection platforms. In particular, one
data collection platform was broken free from the anchor
system apparently by a large floating tree trunk or other
large debris in the river aid found capsized approximately
three miles downstream from its anchor point. The data
collecti,,a platforms were capsized in place with severe
water damage absorbed as a result of the canisters being
submerged and water infiltrating the breather tube and the
seals to the canisters.
The initial data collection platforms consisted of
aluminum floats filled with styrofoam for buoyancy, antenna
mount attached squarely in the center and on top thereof,
tied by cable and chain to a stainless steel (water tight)
canister which housed the soft= ware of the system. A cable
linking the transmitter to the antenna provided the necessary
interconnection of the system for transmission purposes.
Subsequent to the problems encountered by inundation of
the data collection platforms, Marshall Space Flight Center
provided a redesigned antenna float, which also housed the
1
i
soft ware in watertight boxes mounted on the float deck
The redesigned floats provided a more practical and workable
approach to maintenance of the data collection system. The
desirability of the single-unit float system versus Lhc two
part system as initially deployed revolves primarily around
the fact that deployment of one piece of equipment is obviously
less complicated than deployment of two where size does not
U	
;Hake the former impractical. In addition, vandalism can be
	 .^
reduced by the fact that there is no linkage between the two
earlier employed units, which might invite disconnection or 	 -fc
other similar tampering.
At this point, transmissions had been sporadically
received from the National Space Technology Laboratories in
Hancock County, Mississippi. However, as a result of the
physical problems of deployment, little continuity had been
ach;eved through use of the Pearl River Data Collection
System. In September, 1975, a quick evaluation of work
accomplished since the inception of the system revealed that
the principal problems resulted not from inadequacies of the
equipment or the concept of the system, but rather the
physical elements presented by the Pearl River.
During fall of 1975 and early spring of 1976, the three
data collection platforms deployed in the Jackson area
performed adequately utilizing the llydrolab equipment. It
is reasonable to state that the results provided by the
Hydrolab readings did conform to the independent measurements
when taken and provided an efficient and accurate method for
it
the collection of data. From time to time, old and worn out
elements of the Hydrolab systems required service maintenance.
The only route for servicing the Hydrolab equipment was by
shipment of the sensor to Marshall Space Flight Center for
subsequent transmittal to the home plant in Texas. The
delay experienced by such necessities averaged about six
weeks per unit. All units at one time or another required
such service and replacement of old worn out parts.
In the spring of 1976, the system was expanded to
include two deployment sites in the vicinity of Monticello,
Mississippi, as shown on Figure 1. Martek br-ind sensors
were provided by Marshall Space Flight Center under the no-
cost contrac , r use at these locations. In February and
March of :!)/6, anchors were deployed at two favorable locations.
In the course of anticipating snipment of the necessary
analyzing equipment, considerable vandalism was inflicted on
the floats and antennas over a peri.o •1 of about six weeks.
One antenna was stolen and one float was disconnected from
its anchor and set adrift. The float was recovered, while
the antenna is still missing. In addition, both of the
antennas were damaged by fire arm vandalism.
In early April, 1970, 14AWPCC and PRBDn personnel visited
Marshall Space Flight Center for orientation to the new
Martek equipment_. orientation incll ►ded calibration and
general mainten,ince of the sensor equipment. `1'o date, the
Martek units have provided inadequate data and frequently
-10-
I.i
fail to transmit any intelligible data. Two of the Martek
units were used temporarily in the Jackson area prior to use
at the Monticello locations.
N fourth data collection platf,- -m was activated near
Wanilla just above Monticello, Mississippi, in early June,
1976. A Hydrolab analyzer was installed in the original
float-canister DCP arrangement. Similar problems to those
encountered earlier reoccurred in that seepage into the
canister created problems which affected the operation of
the equipment. Certain hardware equipment was replaced and
greater care was taken in sealing the canisters, thus solving
the problem.
The fifth data collection platform proposed for the





iPROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE PROJECT
Problems encountered during the 18 months of this
Li project were associated with both the physical characteristics
of the Pearl River and the equipment. Prob,.hly the most
J
frequent and difficult problem to deal with was the lack of
convenient access to the buoys, coupled with erratic
stages of the Pearl River. During the course of the Pearl
River Data Collection System, the Pearl River fluctuated
from a low of 1.11 meters (3.5 feet) on the Jackson gage to
a high of approximately 11.58 meters (38 feet). During the
late spring of 1975, when the river rose 7.62 meters (25
feet) within three days of flash flooding, the original
anchor system (bottom anchor) was not adequate to cope with
such flows and subsequently, two of the '-)uoy units were
inundated and severly damaged. Although this problem was
solved by redesigning the anchor s, , stem using an overhead
suspended cable, the problem of erratic stages continued to
handicap the day-to-day maintenance of the system.
The original two-part DCP's required a relatively large
pontoon Coat for routine maintenance and instrument calibra-
tion, since the entire 204.1 kilogram (450 pound) instrument
housing had to be pulled from the river. However, at the
low stages experienced frequently during the first summer
months, the pontoon boat was f-oo large to navigate the
river. Consequently, maintenance of the buoys was impossible
as long as the river stage remained approximately 1.98




single unit DCP's allowed easy maintenance from a small
johnboat, the lack of proper launching ramps made launching
and drydocking extremely difficult and laborious.
The telephone link from NSTL to the MAWPCC Data Process-
ing Center in Jackson evidenced acceptable workability.
11 However, the tracking by NSTL lacked consistency and predict-
[	 ability. on several occasions, transmission from NSTL was
IL	 interrupted for as long as two weeks, either as a result of
1	 antenna repairs or other internal problems with the handling
	
-sc
of the data at NSTL. A confidence gap imme.iiately arose as
a result of t.iis lack of continuity of receiving the data.
Although the periodic breakdown of old ana worn parts
was to be expected, a skilled electronics technician was
never utilized locally to recogn4ze and remedy minor problems
in the hydrolab circuitry. Additional delays of many weeks
in collecting meaningful data was experienced when small
elements had to be shipped off for repair or replacement.
Even though field personnel were sent to Texas to learn
how to calibrate and perform maintenance o' the new Martek
equipment, data received from these instruments were,
go orally speaking, unreliable. For example, temperature
during the summer months of 1976, as measured by one of the
IMarteks, was consistently reading 283.15 OK (10 oC) or
lower, while the other Martek ; .Lstruments measured more
reasonable values of 298.15 - 303.15 O K (25 - 30 oC).
Other Martek instruments displayed frequently unreliable
data with respect to the other parameters, as indicated in
-14-
u
Appendix A. Initially these values were checked in the
field using independent field instruments. Although calibra-
tion and maintenance were routinely maintained, the values
as transmitted rarely produced reliable results.
i^	
As with all projects of this nature, vandalism was an
lI	 expected problem. Although vandalism did occur occasion-
ally, the problems resulting from this were very minor. The 	 j
most serious problems occurred in the Monticello area in the
spring of 1976. The extent of this vandalism has already
been discussed in the section entitled "History of the
Project".
One other problem which at certain times had a signifi-
cant bearing on the transmission of data was the anyle of
transmission from the data collection platform to the satel-
lite overhead. The Pearl River Valley is heavily wooded
throughout, expecially along the bank lines. In the Jackson
vicinity the banks are ge.-erally high and with the tall
trees on the hanks, a substantial barrier stood between a
direct transmission from the antenna on the data collection
platform to the satellite overhead when the satellite was at
a low angle to the earth's horizon. As the stages dropped
to 0.91 to 1.22 meters (3 to 4 feet), the angle obviously
was more impaired and the frequency of an effective trans-







The foregoing chapter would appear to point toward a




System. Our experience with the system reflects a positive
approach to this concept of remote sensing.	 Streams such as
the Pearl River, however, present very difficult environments
for a system such as this to perform to an efficiency which
would justify the costs. Witnout accomplishing an extensive
cost-effectiveness analysis, it is evident that the duality
and quantity of data received does not justify the capital
expenditure required for the deployment of such a system if
the State of Mississippi were to proceed with such, nor the
daily operation and maintenance costs which would obviously
be high as a result of the physical impairments presented by
the Pearl River.
The overriding problem encountered throughout the
project period was that the system never was stabilized for
any length of time so that applications of the data could be
developed. It is our opinion that with (1) a reasonably
stable hydraulic system, (2) sufficiently skilled and avail-
able manpower, and (3) access to the DCP's with a small
amount of effort, a workable and reliable remote sensing
1
program can be established. An example of such a program
would be in its use on certain critical. reservoirs or lakes
used for water supply and/or recreation. Other uses of





in-line monitoring of sewer systems and in-plant monitoring
a
	
of major wastewater treatment plant effluents.
i H
-16-
Jthe system, the three DCP's in the Jackson area provided
efficient and accurate data durinq the fall of 1975 and early
spring of 1976. lfowever, by fall of 1976, it was evident that
the duality and quantity of the data did not justify the
capital expenses or daily operation and maintenance costs
which would obviously be high as a result of the physical




•	 !'AGE IS POUR
ABSTRACT
The objective of this project was to demonstrate and
evaluate the reliability of employing NASA developed remote
sensing DCP's for the monitoring of water quality in the
Pearl River.
Three DCP's were employed in the Jackson, Mississippi,
area from April, 1975 to October, 1976 and a fourth in the
Monticello, Mississippi, area from June, 1976 to October,
1976, with analytical equipment capable of measuring p1[,
dissolved oxygen, temperi.ture, and conductivity.
Throughout the project period problems relating to the
physical characteristics of the Pearl River hampered the
acquisition of continuous, reliable data. specifically,
rapid changes in river stage and limited access to the buoys
caused equipment damage and routine maintenance problems. In
addition, long delays were experienced when broken or worn
parts had to be shipped back to Texas for repair or replace-
ment. Vandalism was more of a problem in the Monticello area
than the Jackson area.




It	 is	 the author's opinion	 that the DCP's can be used
!i to establish a reliable remote sensing program for water
l.^
quality monitoring where there exists (1)	 a reasonably Ftable
1
hydraulic system,	 (Z)	 sufficiently skilled and available













WATER QUALITY DA'PA COLLECTED DURING
THE PEARL RTVI'R DATA COLLI3C'TI.ON SYSTEM
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OH 0471; 16 1012 1'1 56 07.94 07.07 0011.46 15.59 F(180475 1(•n135 f• -A? -A 01.; 7 03.73 014.1? 11.0"1 F
081? 1'i ) Vr f,48 1)"3?3 06.?4 00,074 060. 39 17,.76 F
0x11375 1 61505 61 ?0 01 .?'1 03.18 01 P . P ? 01 .?7 FOR	 -4 15 1 6 1 7 -4 6 6-473 00.71 0 6.)? 0',4 o 00 ? 1 0'1 5 F
Olil 375 1f-5`in1 0.373 nt,.86 0'1.76 01+1.?5 ?/."a5 F
08137_'1 165754 6373 0f,.H6 0?.(-)n 051.75 ?7. 1', F
OM 14 /5 151 H51 h3?'A 01.14 0f,.0H (153.33 71055 F
nP 1 11 75 ]'i?303 03 ? 3 nf•.7H n 6 0 r1 8 056.96 77.94 F
081'.75 I`,2`>>9 6"373 nh. /5 06108 05('.47 71. y'► F
nH 1 8 75 1 `^ 3 1)(19 6373 06,64 00,. ) ? 06'1.41 ?6. 1 9 F
081H75 154701 6373 nh.It 06.1? 0690$40 ?5.71 F
0011
	
)l5 150675 6373 06.47 06."39 001,10n6 76076 F
081 9 IS
 1 `,497? 6373 0604.1 06.39 061006 ?60 15 F
nH ?076 155337 63 ? 3 ( ) 5. 96 nP.35 (111.37 41i * 00 F
V8;i	 17 S 1 r ,ln n0 5 63?-1 05192 nh.70 01 n.'-1 8 45.n7 F
0821 1 ,, ]8(13x1? (323 n',.sn 0 H . I ? 0000Rn /, r,.n r► F-
0 822 75 100?)5 63?3 ()6.(14 08.77 (0)0099 45.070 F
nf+ ? y /5 1501	 1	 1 VA?3 05.11 0 6118 ( 1 8 11, A9 79051 F-
08;.) 9 7 S
 1 6/• 'i I	 l 637 3 05.5 7 06.14? nP 1. 1 8 ?14 .44') F
041275 161910 6 -473 01 .H4 04.12 10n.on 310P 11 F
091?75 1h??10 63 ?1 01 .84 04.?0 100600 77010, F
091275 16751" 6373 (11.80 04 .?n 100.nn ?60 I f, F( "4 1 11 75 6373 07.55 0',.61 W 0.00 ?5.59 F
091915 1',185H 6373 07.9F ()4,9(1 C	 P.P2 7'1.59 F()'4 1 9711 1 1 i 7 T01 642? (1?.fa6 05 .0? 01 P.() 4 T5.?() F
1nO61&1 1(11139 6323 In.00 04.20 (111.37 ?n0?U F
I OOH	 ') 092121 6"37'A 1'10n0 07.41 079.77 ?04 PA F
100819 0'12427 0;73 10.00 07.49 01()077 71061 I
1 1 7.6Pit I ( , 3 /•`, ? 1.-0n 04.71 (16.96 0 / }3.(14 10.40 I-] 1 2615 1 ( 4 ) 45 60tlO 04.1 1 06,446 0 10.4 1 1 084a I
1 12x75 1 (136"3 1) 6) 64 n5. I n 00, o 04 011 . /6 10.(9 F
1 1 70-75 )(.4114 f 1 f,4 05.06 05 .97 .in71 .	 I 1 0.49 I
1?Oh 75 1(.n3I'1 6164 04	 M6 (06.35 0-16.00 11.47
1?0915 ) ("0817 6)64 05.?9 06.16 00U.n? 1	 1.04 F
171(175 161',06 6164 0',.33 071/4 06 1.45 1000,9
1 7107', 1 f- 1 828 6) 64 05.37 06.416 00.6.67 ) (10 4 9 F
17 1) 15 1 t•5 95N f•1 64 10. 78 06.63 00,#10? ( 1 ?.4`^ f)47E 141;y50 61 64 10.2P 01,.',(4 0 ill Ill .?7 1?./•`,
1 ? 1 `• 15 6060 n9. 34 (10.. 71 055. ? U 1	 'A. ( 1/• I
171 f, 15 1 50 11?8 61 64 04.1 n 06.55 100.on 1 7. 8 4 F
1) 1 675 1'i0R45 6164 n9.](1 06.55 Inn.nn 1?.P4 I-
1J)615 15)707 61 f,4 (x9.10 n6. 71 10n.(1n 1?.65 F
1 ? l ( 1 1 1) 1 69 037 0•1 1)4 09. 26 (16. 11 ) nn.n0 1 2. ?`; I
1 ?l ( I 1 1) 161;349 61(,4 n9. ?6 06. 11 100000 1	 ?./•'• I
171 175 1110443 6n60 Ofi.3? 01).(,5 0'7'x.7? 1 1 06 ! I
Pi /75 1 50839 6164 1)9.`,6 06.63 100600 1 7006 F
1?1775 1511'i7 6164 09.56 06.51 100.00 11.47 1
121$175 15?177 60(•0 100 ?P 0?.n n 014.1? 04.?7 I
171675 151`,,0 61 64 10.50 06.67 071ot 10.?Q f
?187'_1 15)905 61 04 101/,4 06.59 n16./.7 1(^./•U f
171815 152	 30 6164 10.44 06.51 071;.0,9 10.10
171975 157151 600>n 10.6(, 0? .n(1 046.67 n7.55 1
171 9!5 15 ?5 -17 60 60 1 n.66 02000 049./-•1 07.35 F
1?1 1 )15 1571()H 6164 11 . 4 6 n70?9 0<9.n? 07.55 F
1 71 9 75 1 5? 1• 16 61 64 1	 1 . 5? o1.-A-1 0(,9. P O x11.5'; F
177675 11.0030 6) 60 "x1.76 02. 00 0 1 )9.(,1 00,016 F
1.7767`, 16`) -1	 9 60tH n^1.4? n?.O0 1n0.no n6. 101 F






?'4n t ,, l (• 3173 6060 10.14 04.74 01)1 019 OR.14 F
1 ?11)I L I 1674n4 6164 12.nn (11•(17 11111.45 01.1,5 I-
1231 I', 1 v -A 410 t,(A60 10	 sn 04.(1(1 (1010 on n 1.14 F
l 731 J`, ),	 1 t	 i	 I f1O 60 1 0.44 n3,4? 040.(,!1 OR 0 14 F(!1 (17- It, 1 ',1)(1111 11060 1 1 .40 01,.AA 0',Q061 0 1. 15 F
nl n7 16 1 /104211 6n6n I I .06 0',,45 no, 4, 1 14 01.94 F
010X6 14',43? 6164 11	 .14 1. 06.714 064.-i1 nP.14 F(110776 1'1(A141 6 1 64 11.84 061 1k 061,.31 07.1', F
0105 It, 1 `,1'4'1 1 606n 1 ) .314 o? no 06391,3 06.16 F
0111 4, 7f• 157111 f,n60 1	 1	 .14 4 06,67 0-1000P n5. 9R F
01 of. 16 1 In 	 3 14 6oin I 1 .27 62 no 01.1 .9h n `+.QH F
010676 110737 6164 11	 .}2 4 01.02 111,9.41 06.57 F
01061t 1',211 3 6164 ► 	 1	 .14 4 00,	 MA n $.1.4', 011.9 9 F
n 1 Ol,It 11,2436 t 164 1	 1 .6 4 (16196 01,7.45 n5.94 F01011t 111?VV7 60 h0 ) 1 .7? 0? on 01.A014 01.-45 F-
01 0776 I `,7707 6n 6n I	 1	 . 14 07.(10 01,40 I 1 07.35 F
010716 15?A46 11164 1	 1	 0it, 07.n6 01,7,45 (1609/, F
01 Q77t, 15770) t-1 64 1	 1	 0110 07.06 00, 1.P4 ()1,.00, F
01 OH7t- 1 53523 6060 1 1	 . in 6 ?.nn 00'17, 3 1 0`+0 14 F
010811 1'13353 6164 1(1.`14 Or, .4O 01n09H 115, 48 F('l OR I 6 1 53707 61 (,4 1 1 .9? (16.71 a%N. ?4 n 17,?n F
n) 04 /6 1'; i65n 61 64 1 7.',4 01,.H2 071 076 04,41 F
010976 I14f1H 61 h4 I/.67 (16.7) 0to07n 0 {,63 F( 1 ) 09 16 I ', 4 i% 1 61 b4 1 7. 114 n1,.7`, 011 . 47 04.07 F
rll1If- 1`,59A7 6I 64 12.44 ( ► 7.57 I ► Il	 .71, 0`,0`19 F
I6 1	 Olt 111
	
1 to 60 10.14 071100 0'`9002 0f„ ll, 1-
1'1	 1'i 76 1 1, 1 1 5 7 61 64 1	 1	 . 'Aw (`7.61 n 14, 13 (160 /1, i
0115 It , IvI1iIs 1.164 1	 1	 .41, !17 1 9. 6 ni4.9n 07011, F
011`1 76 1(.1H^is 6164 11 .311 07.16 074.'11 OA * 9A F
0116!/_
'
1 64 i('(%	 - ,.41.St•q,,r.14.n(t- /) 1,•.R 	 . O', ;4 1,4-A (44.`,7 F
C. I 1 t• 1 i 1 t,?054 61 116 ) O 000 06.08 011; . 11, 01„ 1,7 F-
n11676 11,2409 61'+6 10.00 of,. {9 0r,7.1f, 001101	 f, F(1 ) 1 616 1 6I 71 1 61 (4 ) 1 . 16 OP 43 01119.0?(12 n1, 0 7 6 F
01 1 1, 1(- I '-?0?H f 1 64 1 1 . 7h 01).04 061)s41 06.76 F
r1 167t, 1 I.? 14 1i 11 64 1 1 164 00.24 06Q040 ( ► f,.111 F-
01 1976 14r,61 S 61 64 1 71 ;7 O`,, 14 067. n6 0 1 . 70 F
01 707t` 1 458 s3 6060 1 1 .411 04 . 911 110, 1. 144 06.57 F01701t, I', 1 )202 flnt-n I I.60 (1/..'•3 Of, 7, 4', n(,.IR F
Cl 7076 1 1 0n rN4 6) 1^( 10 100 06. 1 ? 0')4.90 06. I R F
1?071, 11,041', 1,1'16 1n.nn 0',.42 n'>^•.`^l n^,. 37 1('17711, 1514-A1 6060 1	 I	 .3(t 04.43 070070 011.98 F
01?? It- 150940 6156 10.00 06.04 05'1.(,0 011018 F(112776 151300 (,1`+11 10.00 01+.97 01)4.`)) 06.'17 1'
0171 76 P-) nll 6 W) 60 1 ?.00 114. ?n 0'17.7`, 011.59 f-
017176 11-,0tic;3 6060 I 1 .76 04.08 O',120A2 (11,.Li7 F
01>1 71, 1649'11 hn6n 1	 1	 .`')2 01.1)6 01,1,0 R6 05, 20 F-
P I
 71 'If, I t 1r, 42 5 C 00-0 1 7 1(1K 04.16 n`1Q. 7? 0`1.1,9 1-
01)176 111(1624 615(• 101(1(1 06.47 0')1047 06.I^k F
01?I 16 1`10')1)5 6)5(1 Ir),On 06.4'1 05001)8 0A, A3 F(1)>1 16 1(41,)2 1;156 1n.of) no, . 44 0540 1 11 06. F.
01 2176 ) f 4478 61')6 10.110 Of,. V4 0',4. 1 2 01.',,, (-
n) 71	 111 ) "01;) ,A f•1 1 . 4 1 ?.11'1 111).0? of, 1, . I n 04,'10 F
r) 71 11- 1 ( . 4904 61 114 1 2 .nH 05 .2 `1 0/,.067 50.70 F
n l?1	 It , 1(5??4 6164 12.0H 111;.-; (167.!-5 (11).1iU F
01 7210• 1 ( , '1434 6() 60 1 1 .38 04.(,-A ()60,41 0')o 7R F=
017X6 )15817 00(,0(1 11 .46 Ott. 1 1) n70.')9 05.u'i F
01?)It, 1(.',142 (111;6 10100 01,185 01)1).79 06.',7 F
0  7 2 16 1 (,54 1 ;6 0.11)6 10.(In 05098 01,'1.79 06.57 F()1?271 1 1f,'11109 C `,f )().110 nS.RR 01;6047 Of, .'i7 F01 7?- 16 1 (, 1,'05 61 It 01,.Rn n7AOVA nr,0 3U F
01 7716 1 6 1.6?4 6164 1 ? 100 nl, 16 012 o')4
 011.70 F
01 2376 1 `1 154 1 1,060 1	 1	 . 311 05. 76 0`16008 06 0 1 m V-
012`476 1514	 1 60(0 1	 )	 ."'A0 09. 11-1 n',5. ?Q 05048 F
01 ?376 117) 1+75 611,6 10.00 07.06 01,0.1,4 OA  17 F
112311, 11,7104 6156 In.00 07.4', 01,0.?0 ()1,. -47 F
111 7 A /6 1'17101 611.4 1 7. 1 0, 05046 (16 1.4 1, (I`,.I-)R F
01) t11) 1 10 1,74 1,060 ) 1 .30 011	 MR 01+Q01,1 ( ► 6037 F
m	 it, 10';41'1 11156 10.00 0 7.41, 057.55 06.37 F
012376 165H04 6164 17.74 05,96 06/.06 011.9R F
0l?iIf, 1 1o444 6164 1	 1	 .(+4 65.96 06R0?4 0`;0(48 F
017676 11;361,5 60(,0 0 1 ).42 0F1.All 0400.39 1n.1.Q F
01 7176 1 ±2737 61 64 1	 1	 .f18 05.1,11 OU) .71, ()1.',1, F
of "1 716 I I?5`i? 61(,4 1	 1.(14 01:.1,1 0140. PR ()7.16 F
01 77 76 ) 1 iH'A3 60th 1	 1	 . n /• 10.74 01().U8 07.75 F(1 1?716 1`;4706 6060 11 .06 10.24 0/0.Q8 07.'44 F
01 ? I it, 1 34 A?? 6164 1	 1	 .110 011.65 no 1
	 ?5 0 /. 35 F
0)2476 15471;8 6060 1	 1	 . 117 11.07 010. 14 1ir'.1(It F
01 ?;176 1 	 1.456 6164 17.74 0',.41 074.':1 06071, F
C12A16 11,4871 6164 1?.?4 (",';.25 0-12.144( 01;0VR F)129 it, 1 5 4 8 1; 1) 60 60 1	 1 .110 1 1 . 9-4 Of, 1 0 401 01, . 71, F•
11 1 7911 . 11, • 7?s; f (it n 1	 1	 IF, )	 i	 .^.4 ()^•1i. I4 r ► f	 .<:r, F
OIL 1 Flt, 15',n1H 616f I(l.n(1 011111 041-1.141 01.1 6 	F
()47')16 I"	 II(I U1(14 17.4H n" n6 nt,l.nh n6IIfi	 f
01) it , I &O, H 4 6 h(l(10 1 I I 6 1 2.00 1),0 •(10 06.46	 F
r,I -+0it, 155429 6I r,( Ir ► .00 01.57 0)64•-41 n7.66	 F
01'4076 1 L' Sv 1,PH 615(, 10600 01110 051 • 16 09.33
	 F
013016 165641 6104 17.4n 01-,.14 O67•Ott, 01-.47
	 F
0702. 16 1 h1 445 6n6n 10198 12.o 0 nf, 1. N4 W • tiff	 F
070716 161H) 1 6n 6n 10 09H 170()0 00%0.63 0!.35
	 F
070?76 1111745 6156 In.oO o8 " on 050.69 08.13
	 F
070416 1436	 4 6060 10190 1?.On (),{6v? n1074
	 M(PO 11f• I1	 ' j 	 t . t-n60 10.90 1?*no (1f,40g7 07.75	 F
n?()4/f I4 A0"	f f 1 1-; 6 100n0 070019 n'#P	 043 09017
	
F
n)0 116 143H { (I h164 1 1 .i9 n5.?? 077.Ih 07. 46	 F
070376 161911 60 611 10.90 12.00 0,4.41 07.75	 F(?0l16 167141) 6110 10000 01.18 O'l( ► 070 .1)+033	 F0)n3 1h It,?!.54 611-, t, i n.nn 0 -7.A A ()60.70 OP0'AI	 F
0?0376 1 t , 72? y f^) 64 1 I .S? 011.?6 O In•of4 01.3",	 F
0?0376 1(•2`.+46 6164 11	 . 1, 7 ()6644 ( 1 11.41 01.`)6	 F
0704If 14417? 6(160 ) 1 .06 11).00 n,4. Ill 09.-43	 F
07(14 /6 144449 0,060 1 1 .14 1 7 1 00 (1, 3.53 08.33
	 F
0? 0/4 144 ) 10 61Sh I().0n 01.69 0S00S9 09.13	 F
070411, 14401 1 61 (1/6 1	 1	 . 1110 06.3 1 (((, 7 • H4 OR . 1 4	 F0204 /6 I4.. 479 61 h4 1	 I	 . 1, ) 06.76 0,A.63 07.11-;	 1-
0?0416 144f 4 6 61(-4 11	 .',? 06.41 Of1c.0? 07004	 F(1? 04 16 1 6?3 -47 6060 1	 1	 .14 1?.00 01,4.11 080 4	 1-()?0416 1 6 7503 6156, 10 100 (17053 061.37 OP01 A 	 F
0704 1 6 ) t,41 7I (,I S6 I 0 O 011140 n Li0 0 08 OQ4 17
0?0416 I6?434 f,lf'/• 11 .4h 01-,04') 06V.n2 08014	 1
0? 0/4 1 6 1 (, 3107 61 64 1	 1 . 414 05.4) 060.4 1 OH. 1 4	 F0?0 1-,76 I1+4171 (,(lt,n 11	 .14 09.94 C)0,1	 14 0P•1,?	 FO,)0%16 14')041 (1060 1 1 .14 0907? 00, 4.14 08097	 F(11):)576 144871 tIIN6 )( ► .(ln 01.41 0161 • 1 7 0F4.53	 F
0705 11, 1 4', 1	 4 1 61',6 1 O 6 6)11 0 1.64 0670 1, 10	 A 4 	 F
n7 O r) 76 144511 6)64 11 .0110 0".'11 (1'-18•(,4 0N.6'A	 F
02(1676 11.1.k2H 6164 11 .68 Oil 0 6-1 I)6,1.45 06
.6{	 1
0?(1616 146140 6114 11 .f,8 (16.4) W, 7. u 4 (1803"'	 F
070676 14107'4 611-,6 1(1.n0 07	 A') 060.59 n4.31	 F
n2n(-76 141-,4	 4 6 1 64 11.38 OS.61 OAQ0 02 04.17	 F
n;)0676 1 4', 741 1,164 1 1 .414 01-,.61, 06.4.0? 09. 1 2
	 F
0 ' Of, 76 1 (` 3 11 1 60 60 1 O	 P? 04.0 6 (158.4 4 09.31	 F
07(1676 1631454 61',f, 10.00 01.33 049.8(1 00.90	 )_
0? Of,
 16 164310 (,1 K( 10.00 011-41 060.70 04011
	
F
0? 0 6 ,16 1 66 76, f,11 1 1 ,46 05,'43 06st.6; OR 042	 F
n20616 1 t, 1944 61 1 I . 414 ()5 .49 056) •, 4 09.9?	 F
020616 1 64 -4 0 1 t,I ( 4 1 1 .46 05.49 0hP0f, 1 09097	 F
02(197f 151 51 7 0060 09.0? 0?.0O 0 (4. 1 2 07.66	 F
020 1)70 151416 6156 10.00 0 1.4'-1 049.(17 01.47	 F
021076 1Sl'i33 6(160 (114.Hk 09.iA 0,5.111 0401-11	 1
0)1 0 /h 161 HS 1 60(0 10,04 0U. 1 i Ot%40 11 09. 31
071()11, 16113) t-i1-.(, In.nn l l.ln 041-'.640 nR•9i	 ►
o;) 10 16 1 S )04 3 611)(, 10100 1 1 .4 3 ()61 0 10, 061.0?	 1-
071076 )5I4nH 616,4 106)+? 06035 nli.13 0P.71	 F
60 1176 11-1??-► 5 fn6n 10.70 (144061 0,,.21 (1'1.71
	
F-(" 1 t 16 1 57' ) 78 6n 60 ) 0.7H 01415 1 061•.1,7 000', 1	 1
W1 1 /t, 1'i)) 4H 61 64 10.40 060 4 1 11-!20 1, 090 11
	
F
01111(. 15?454 6164 1O111H 06.19 (173.73 04.31
	
F
01)1 1	 if . 110740 (,) 64 ]().,)H 0A  i9 07?•94 09.1 7
	 F
n?13th )53511-; (116(, 11).00 04.14 0"•9.R0 10.?9
	
F
0?1316 1`,355'1 61(- 4 10.00 ('1).')4 0AA0/,4 (1Q061	 F
071116 11,0011) f,1 64 014.17 1	 1	 . 117 no 7.(16 16.08	 f-
0 7 97 6 14?6.1)1 (,( ► (•n 06'.00 (4(,.16 0117.75 1 • . 4 I	 F
o?	 97t- 161(1;4 6n ( .,o 08000 06.HH 10n.on 14.00	 F
0?1416 16135'•' (,) fn OH 1 00 0'i.')? 100* (in 14.4,1	 F
0 ?11)1f, 1	 f-1(l(1(+ 016/1 09.14 0h,1> 061 .18 l	 41	 F
n)19 7f• I(	 l	 iI'; h164 n'a. ?6 06.?( ► 0'.1.10 1•..61	 F
02 7 01 f , 1(,1?()( 6060 rm.11, n')	 JA W?4	 11 1 1'.61
	
F
027016 1 61 579 6016() (18. 1 f, 06.73 083.'+7 11.41	 F
02207t, 161':,49 6164 014.4; (15.14f, 070.41 14.(1?
	 F
0??0 7 6 1 6 14(17 6164 n4.42 (16.04 (174.Rn 14.4)	 F
O??a/6 1 f,1%► 1	 1 ( 060 (1 1-4.0? 05.49 01'..?9 1 ?045	 F
0?7376 103779 (,164 1(1.14 05045 0	 1.57 1)0?11	 F(17? 476 I f 4544 f.1 614 1 V	 14 05.49 0?? 0 -45 1 ?.6'i	 F
02?676 I in 45H t060 0H.H6 07.() () ( 1 661. 74 1 -4	 F
0??f7(I 1 ` , 0771 (1060 nH.44 07.00 h01 , 1	 8 1. 1	 166,3	 P0?7676 1 51 04 14 606n OH	 94 0?.00 nt,8974 1 ;.142
	
F
027(_,16 1 50514 h1 f,% 10.?H 05.1 n 07 ?• i 13,07	 F
0?1616 16'in3N (-n 60 n(-.n? 0?.O n 0 	 O Ii.F'?	 F(12!6,(6 164640 6164 In.?H (15.19 0 ??07'i 13.97	 f-















(1 1 . 1 3
07 A6 14
O /(1. I Q 14.7?1 7.4 1, Ff
0304/6 15457H 6164 04soIH 06.04 0780 "110 10,•17 f
00N / 6 I hn6A 7 (•01%0 1 0.n4 0104
 040. 711 )0. 79 f
0308 16 It- 064#4 611 h4 Ow180 (16.711 (12 1. 1 4 11,.114 f
nIi1 1(- 141,9^f)0 t,l 0`14 ("I	 . 1;6 nf,.11l 011,069 I	 /. 1)5 F011176 141,1{1? 6164 01 .56 n6.115 01 6.47 1	 to I' ll F
n1 ,k1 16 jt,{5h9 (,1"b ?().nn ()6.116 (11,1.117 1 19 24 1-
n or. 01 16 1641135 61 t,4 n1 .5n Oft, so 01H sob A 17. 45 i01 (1 176 1611414 6 1 64 0) .`30 06.04 (lIA*A6 16.06 F
040176 1641454 61 64 (11.5O 011.09 n17.75 ll•16 f
040?16 111(1711+ (•156 ?o nn off, . o,7 on)•)n 00.(14 ►
040 7 If , 1 50H 34 61 5h 7(1.(1() 06.6 1 001 . 11( 1 ? . 111, 1
04021( , 11,(1330 6101.4 01 . 1 n Oil 01f•F16 1	 7.101- 1•
0405 If 110657 61 64 nj.5n n`i.97 010,641 1 H. 14 L
n4nt,1(1 ) 1, iI	 13 611,6 05.34 06.55 not .1K 1n. AR F
04() 616 1	 11 14f/ 6156 0`;.14 (11, .55 001 • I R In•PA F
n4n7 16 1 y Inns 61 1,6 Ox. . 1)4 06.55 00 1 . 1 A I	 1 . ? l F
040776 1 11;1 13 61`,6 0454 06.55 0n). I s I	 I  F	 l(140176 153619 61"(1 0? 6? oh.59 001 .18 1	 ).77 f-
04 0 17 6 j1,a047 6164 15.43 01i.49 n)1 .47 1f1.73 F
04011 f, 1 11 4n6 611,to 04.1,4 01,.59 nr	 1 . 19 1	 1 •47 F
04071t, 1 1160 1) 0156 04.70 061119 001. 18 1 1 .4 1 f
n.•n/It, 1111?7 6A ?3 1H15n 0f 06 n41i.10 1	 1.	 14 F
n40f(1t, 11)4(139 6156 03.46 06.63 001.111 17•(16 F-(1/,O . ,i6 153945 11{23 18 1 9 H 0 6.1,9 041.14 1A•1,i f
0409 I
 I I1 Hn9 61 ib 0-31 1 H Of.f,7 on) . 18 1 ?.n6 i-
040916 1',,-?15 t,11,6 n4.10 (16.61 001.19 11.27 f-
04 09 It, 1'141,21 1-1`16 046/0 06.11 00),IR 11.71 1-
04( 1 9 /h 11)4(1?5 f)A21 117677 07.11? 0301,.47 1P.11 F
040916 1'i41 30 6164 1 5.147 06.16 (11 3 • 111 1 90-41 F
040916 11,4149 61 04 ) 5.8 10 06.)0 012.94 l 14 .`+1 F
041116 15':14111 611)6 O IL). q ? 06.71 ()()].)A 11.47 F
0n j ?76 1 61';1, ()1410? 06.71 0()1 . 1 H I	 1 .f,7 F041? 16 11,591 / 6 1 ?3 101`,0 06.'014 044. +I 1 1614 4 f-
04 171  t , )6CA11, 632 1(1.50 06.86 0143.1)3 )1(.31 F
0411 11) 1 t,n0°,1 6164 1 11 .?? 06. 11 01 ".04 j H. 1 )2 F
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PEAI11, RIVER DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM APPLICATIONS PROJECT
I. 1 ► 	 ( ► I 9.1EC'I'1116'I
I'he objective of this project i . to (lenlonstrate ill(' application of NASA developed techmil(,t;y
in sAt(-Ilite relived d.ita collection r;%-Stems to a specific need c\l,ressed b% . the State ill
Nli:=si^sippi to cicicrntine the fensihility of continuous near real tin g e nlonitorinl, of clat.l
-11votion p)Atforms to he pkived in the Penrl River near Jackson, Mississippi. This docu-
ment is intendvil to describe lhc? coo1writive efforts involved ill 	 demonsU • ; ► tic^n project
in ' . 111din;, the plans. schedules, interat;enc\ , commitments, in([ goals of the project.
2.1 1 NASD NIS EC PA RTICI PATI( ► N
r!)ata tivstcnls Labo1•:1to1.Y
Point-of- Contnet - %I ► • . Ices Morton
NASA -AC-205- 153-09 1
Iluntsvilh-, Ahbama
NASD M;lrshall Space Flight Centor • (\Itil'(') %%ill prm , ide throe data collection platforms
(1(1' ► , kith :;rns(,rs to the Pear) River Basin Development District (PIMIM). c:1p:1hiht\.
:111(1 c'perAtilm of DCP 1 s is described ill :1, n, The three I)CPs %t ill he e(plipped






:\n t lrth I-esmirc e". (IatA huu\' (ElUM) will !louse s( n°=or electr.-mucs, tr;insnlittcr tinwr,
;111(1 batteries. 	 I ho antenna is housed separately mi :1 flotation platform. Each of th(-
111r,.c DC P:; will consist of on( , huoY, one antenna/flOtation, One ant ima cable, nloorinl;
Utie;, ;111,1 Anchors. NASA-1TSFC will make a site survey -in(] provide the three DCPs to
the ;1A\\'l'('(' (1lirint; E'( hruat-N' 1' 1 7	 NASA-NISFC «ill furnish an on-site represent;ltivi.
to ;1L;14ist ^l, ith thct (I( t^ln\ 111( ttt, chr c l; -1111 And on-the-job training of maintenance persmuwl.
Df)v1l mentr,tion will he provillf"I As C'Ilows:
a	 111 ,4truction.; f-)r owr •ating in-situ water rjualih • annivz.er (Ilvdi-olab)
tr	 •	 E'ield nperati(,ns am p M:1intemince Mi inual on 1 •1'k 1 -^-Data CoIlection Phtfornl
1(;vneral Electric)




NASA-MS VC mi11 provide technical consulting; services for data collection on an as- required
n `	 bads to the Air and Witer Poll'. ► lion Control Commission (AVVITC). Figure 1 iti nn artist
sketch of a t y pical data collection: platform (A0VPCC DCI's N^ ill be packaged in a NISF'C-
des i ►;ned buoy 1.
r1'3100 1 iti a sum111,111 • of ERTS Data Collection 1'I,rt101 , 111 ('h;rracteristies.
ti:1S:1-\ITC will pro%lde c:dihratic: ►t data on individual sensors to N I 'Tl. so that received
data n ► nv he converted by NSTI. into engineering units prior to transmission to A&1CPCC.
:3. 11	 PI':ARL ltlVER BASIN DI:\'F:i.( ► 1'\II:`:'f DiS • I'I3i( T. STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
Point-of-Contact - Mr. Alvin Beck
AC 001-:15 1-6:301
Jackson, Mississippi
,File Penrl Rivet• Basin Development District v.ill trrrniAl a suitable bont, n crane enpandc, 	 -.4C
of hoisting; Inn pounds, and personnel for instnll;rtiort of da ta buovs/antennas at three loca--
How, (see Figure ?). Boat, crane, and installation personnel slmll he available during the
first week in Febr+r:r ► v 1975. On-the-job training; will he conducted I)v NASA-11SF(' in opern-
tions and maintenance of buoy/ DCI's for personnel selected by Pearl ili,ver Fiasin Develop-
ment District. After deplovn ► ent and during; the demonstration jvriod, NASA-MSFC should
he contacted in case of equipment failure. Pearl Diver Basin Development District will
review rho hoot, crane, and operating; procedures with NASA-,\TSFC to ensure compatahiIirt
Prior to deplovmenl.
n
I, rr	 NASA-NSTI, i'Ali • i i('ll'ATlt rN
Point-of-Contact - 11r. Henry Am
AC-601-688 - 2125
Bay St. Louts, Mississippi
A project sN• stems document will he prepared by NASA-NS'i 1.:rnd coordinated with partici-
pnting; ng;enries before the project begins. NASA-NSTI, \%ill provide eriuipment ;Ind person-
nel t i ) receive the tv: ► ter qu:rlitti •
 data from the three DCPs and transmit Ibis dnta over an
\Ok PCC telephone line to A&AVII1 ► ' r.omputers in .Jackson, i\liss, Initially, NSTI, will
tr;wk, process data, convert to engineerin<, units, and transmit data Gaily, Monday throrr,,h
I• • rid:(v, to A&AVIVC. I his dat,r till nornmilY he tt •ansnritted to	 ^olrputers in
.r Ji l l ro"irnnteh, 10 n ► inrrtes after ;in F:RTS pass. Exact times of data transmissions will h(•
rdinated between NS'1'L and UAVI'('('. 'Telephone line rental (call-up basis) and tele-
pholle comImily .li(r1F:J1/coupler
 will he provided to ``,Tl. i)v :\&\1.1VC.
^:STL Ims synchronous and asynchronous communications capahilities for transmitting; daul
to A0Vl 1 (_ C computer facilities. Iratn rates, formats, etc. , w i ll he negotiated hettteen
NSTI, anrd ;' 0VPCC.
NASA ­ X TI, will coordinnle , md host periodic evaluation and roviett meetings as shown on
the proiect rnilestone schedule, page 7 and will prepare, tti ith the assistance of participating;
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Table 1. Summary of ERRS Data Collection Platform Characteristics
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This project is planned to ire the first dir o et eompnter to ctcmp l itor• transmission of data




AM AND WATER 1 1(t1.f,l'TION CON'I IWL t'W,T.%llSSlON, S'i'ATE OF M SSISS11,I'l
Point-of- Contnet - Mr. John smith
rA(-64 )1 -35 1- 51:t
Jackson, Mississippi
rAV%TCC is responsible for coordination with N.\SA-%jSi'C,
State Universit y , and Penrl River liasin development District in a cooperative satrllile
d:rt:t rel n proiec • t to demonstrate Ole feasihilit y :110 operational costa of continuou- w.'Iter
yualih• monitoring stations. A&A PCC is resportsihle for evaluating and ;rnalV7inV (Etta
t ► •ansmitted by tiSTI.. Fregtteney of data, fornmts, etc. , will he provided to NSTL. c'()sls
of contnr,rnic • ation.,; line to NSTL and MODEM/coupler terminal at NSTI. will he the re^qpon-
sihilit y of . &AVI'r't'.
,0 ,4A-NST1, will he reimbursed on a "Co - t ;rrlditivo" Imsis for costs inem-red as n direct
lilt "I tlti.-; project. Arrangettients for transfer • of funds to NSTI, will he made throu;;h
the ttlficc of' the Covernor, Mississippi c t lfice of Science nwl Technology located • c. NSTl..
c;, n	 I:1Z"I S I ( F LAY SYST1: ^I
Data collection pintfornrs were origin:111v developed to demonstrate the ttse of snteiiite • ^ for
collecting infor • rn:ttion simult.ineotrslV from -I nren. The 1,:arch Resources I'eclmolr,*•
Satellite fl:lt'I'S) spacecraft acts as ,t simple rela y : receiving, frer{treney translating, and
n 	 retr•answitting the burst messages from the DCI's. No on -board recording, proce:-:inr.
or decoding of the data is performed. I'nified S-11mid WSB) equipment, used for narro,l+
hand telentetrv, Is used to retransmit the DCP messages to tite receiving sites. ('oittinu-
nt.ion of data collection is planned Utroughout the 1970 1,4 h o,- emploving ERTS-11 and FRTS-C
rsatellites.
The t.ltree DCT)s to he in:.t:rlk"I in the vicinity of .lnckson, Mlssisslppl, are well within
rtrulu:tllV Visihle. 1-a1190 cat DCPs ! h:It'l'S Smellite/ NsTl.. Ihrring high elevntion i•:RTS
it i-, possible to receixe up to three separate transmissions from a DC1' (three minute
' 1 1-ar't) from each orbital pass of the satellite. These high elevation p;uses occur :It ^;S'i I.
,boat : ► ::to AM and :):.: r ► i'M Cvntr • :rl Standard Tinre. At least one message can he reLived
from each platform vver
.
v 1.' hours with ;t two-s p ilt olx.ration.
r_, n MILESTONE SCHEDI' E
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